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ABSTRACT
Cognitive universals are concepts that our civilization and technologically advanced extraterrestrial
civilizations can easily interpret. The universality of certain mathematically and perceptually based
concepts are discussed. It is argued that continuously based concepts are more Fertile ground for
surmising cognitive universals than discretely based ones, and in particular, one should be suspicious of the use of inductively based numerical concepts, including the totality of natural numbers.
Ideas about intuitive evolutionary theory, physical and perceptual invariance, and the efficient processing of information are linked to provide a framework for searching for cognitive universals.

Describing <<concepts>>
that Extraterrcstl-i;ll Inrelligcnccs (ETls) arc likely to process appears at fil.st sight to be impossible: there are no ltnown products of ETI activity
t o analyze, and any theoretical investigation of E'I'I cognitions appears to b e doomed by
the lack of adequate theories of <<intelligence>>.
However, if it could be established with a
reasonable degree of confidence that there were il latge number of ETI <<civilizations>>
with advanced technological capabilities, then perhaps theories relating cognition to
t
that
technological development could be utilized for malting inferences a b o t ~concepts
arc u n i v c r s ~ ~nccclccl
ll~
Lor Jevcloping aclva~lcccltechnologies.
Based upon theories of star and planet formation and biochemical, biological,
and evolutionary considerations, many informed astronomers and biologists have
reached the conclusion that it is likely that there are numerous extraterrestrial acivilizations,, populating our galaxy that have the capability of sending and receiving interstellar messages, including the kinds of messages that our civilization is capable of
sending and receiving. This has prompted a respected part of the scientific community to conduct a systematic Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI). Of
course, part of the rationale for the method of searching is grounded in psychological
assumptions about the transn~ittingETIs'.

COGNITIVE UNIVERSALS AND SETI
In this article, cognitive universals will refer to concepts that are easily interpretable by us and ETI civilizations that (i) are at a technological level to have the capability of sending and receiving communications with other extraterrestrial civilizations, including our own, and (ii) are ablc to placc objects off-planet. (i) is a standard

assumption of SETI, and (ii) is assumed to guarantee a pragmatic utilization of our
civilizations concept of <<localspatial geometry,,. Civilizations that satisfy (i) and
(ii) are called target civilizations.
In the literature, cognitive universals have been surmised by various means, including pragmatic considerations, e.g., what the ETIs must know to build sending and
receiving equipment; considerations about intelligence, e.g., consciousness is a highly
probable consequence of a high level of intelligence; and theoretical extrapolation
based on geological, biological, and evolutionary facts and theories. Obviously, in surmising the universality of a concept, care should be taken to account for bias due to
our culture (ethnocentrism) as well as bias due to our human nature (homocentrism).
In general, a complete avoidance of these biases may be impossible, since it is easily
arguable (by me, at least) that the methods of inference, means, and theories of science are heavily ethno - and homocentric.
The exe~llplarsof cognitive universals put forth in the literature have been constructed out of mathematical, physical, and chemical concepts. It is generally held
that elementary arithmetic is necessary for tech~lologicaldevelopment and thus that
various cognitive universals can be constructed by arithmetic means. Because there is
currently no deep and formal understanding of technological development, reasoned
arguments for the necessity of arithmetic for technological development are inherently difficult. The ones I am familiar with appear to be based on some variant of <<I
can't imagine how it could be otherwise,, kind of reasoning.
One way to argue for the non-universality of a target concept is to show that its
intended function can be accomplished by concepts of a cognitive-like system about
which it can be proven that the target concept is not derivable within the system. This
amounts to producing an <<Itcould be otherwise>>example. Such an example will
now be presented for arithmetic.
ARITHMETIC
Elementary arithmetic consists of (i) means of adding, multiplying, and comparing in terms of magnitude two individual natural numbers, and (ii) the set of natural
numbers. I will allow that (i) is important for technological development; (ii) I find
problematic for this purpose. The following is a cognitive-like system that is of fundamental importance to mathematics and science in which (i) holds but (ii) fails.
The system has the following logical symbols: V, 3, 7 ,A, v, and =, (to be inter<<and>>,
<<or>>,
and <<equals>>);
the
preted respectively as <<forall>>,<<forsome>>,<<not>>,
following set, relational, and individual symbols: Yl, 0, 0 , C , 0, and 1 (to be interpreted respectively as the set of real numbers, addition, multiplication, less than, the
number 0, and the number 1); and variable symbols, x, y, z, ..., and separation symbols, (,). Using these symbols, v;~riouscxprcssions formulutcd through thc syntax of
first-order logic, including sentences like VxVy (xOy = yQx), which under the above
interpretations is :i true statcmcnt about thc orr/crtd/;i.lrl o/rcul numhcr.r, that is, :I true
statement about the structure that has the set of real numbers as its donlain and addition,
multiplication, less than, 0, and 1 as its operations, relation, and constant symbols.
It is well-known that a particular set r of simplc sentences Eormulatcd in terms
of the above symbol system completely characterizes all algebraic properties and
truths about the ordered field of real numbers. (r describes an algebraic structure

known as a <<realclosed ordered field>>).The above system of symbols and r can express for all pairs of natural numbers, all additions, multiplications, and comparisons
in terms of ~ n i ~ g n i t ~ ~ cFor
l c s exanil>le,
.
letting 2 stand for the expression ( 1 0 1 ) and 3
stand for ( ( 1 0 1 ) 0 1 ) , which by convention may be written as ( 2 6 1 ) , and 6 stand
for ( ( ( ( ( 1 @ 1 ) 0 1 ) 0 1 ) 0 1O) l ) , it then follows from the set of axioms r above that
S ~ S I C - I :III(I
I)
r c.:lllnot C.XOI.CSS thc .w/ (,I' I I : I ~ I I I . ; I ~
2 6 3 = 6 . 1 lowcvc~.,illc al~ovcsy1111)ol
numbers2.
For the sake of argument, I will allow that analogues of various kinds of calculations ol' c l c ~ l l c ~ ~ t aari~11111c~ic:
ry
a1.c ~ ~ n i v c l . s a~l III~I ~ I ~ I . I ; I ('01.
I I I I I I C CICVCIOI~IIICIII
01. ;IJvanced technologies. However, for this purpose, I see n o reason why the analogues
need be anything more than combinations of additions and multiplications of particular natural numbers. In particular, inductively generated concepts in terms of 1, 6,
and Q are not needed.
The above cognitive-like system is an example where simple arithmetic calculations involving natural numbers can be performed without having the general concept of <<naturalnumber>>.Similar examples exist for other parts of mathematics that
could be very useful in the development of advanced technologies. For example it
can be shown that elementary Euclidean geometry, while having natural and easily
fornlulable concepts of addition and n~ultiplicationof lengths of line segments, cannot have a formulable concept corresponding to the set of natural numbers'.
Of course for human minds it is an easy matter to form a concept of natural
number given the above symbol system: ignoring parentheses,
1 corresponds to 1,
2 corresponds to 1 6 1
3 corresponds to 1 @ 1 O 1
and in general,
n corresponds to the expression that is n @-additionsof 1;i.e., human intelligence
can form the concept of natural number through induction on expressions. I consider
this form of induction to be derivative of the human metacognitive ability to talk about
and judge with awareness grammatical aspects of natural languages. It is worthwhile to
note that humans d o not have similar metacognitive abilities for the perceptual system,
although perceptions are ~ r o c e s s e dthrough grammar-like rules. A possible evolutionary explanation for the difference is that the abovementioned metalinguistic abilities are
useful for humans learning foreign languages as adults - a skill that allowed for better individual and societal survival from the beginnings of mankind until present; in the perceptual world there was no equivalent need, and as a consequence, humans are unaware
of grammatical-like rules they use in perceptual processing.
The above considerations demonstrate that more than the calculative utility of
natural numbers for technological development is needed for establishing the universality of inductively generated numerical concepts. For SET1 this means that one
should be wary of the use of concepts such as <<primenumbern or a <<binaryform of
the decimal expansion of x>>as a common basis for communication with ETIs.

Ontologically, continuous structures are much Inore complex than discrete ones.
However, for the purposes of inference and modelling in science, they appear to be

much simpler epistemologically. This is in part due to the fact that many concepts
that are of crucial importance in our science have simple and exact definitions in
continuous structures, while their counterparts in the discrete case tend to be complex, approximate, and artificial.
O u r current science views numbers as platonic objects detached from material
reality. Should we expect a similar view from ETIs? I believe not, because such a
metaphysical view - independent of its correctness/incorrectness - appears to me to
be at best homocentric and is arguably ethnocentric. Should we expect ETIs to have
a coherent concept of number? If they have a good understanding of classical physibecause it can be shown that classical phenomena, then I think the answer is <<Yes>>,
cal physics has qualitative algebraic systems based on empirical observations that are
very natural physically and are isomorphic to the platonic ordered field of real numbers''.
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
Traditionally, elementary Euclidean geometry is formulated in terms of primitive
concepts like point, line, plane, incidence, circle, sphere, angle, and congruence, with
other Euclidean geometrical constructs being defined in terms of these. However,
there are many ways of formulating Euclidean geometry in terms of other primitive
concepts. For example, Pieri ('1908) axiomatized 3-dimensional Euclidean space in
terms of a single relation, R(x,y,z). In terms of the traditional Euclidean formulation,
this relation may be interpreted as follows: R(x,y,z) holds iff x, y, and z are vertices of
an isosceles triangle. And Tarslci (1929) axiomatized )-dimensional Euclidean space
in terms of a domain whose elements intuitively correspond to solids and two primitives, a predicate B(x) corresponding to <<x is a balln and a relation C(y,z) corresponding to ccy is contained in z>>.
Because of the importance of Euclidean geometry in the evolution of our science
and technology, it is natural to investigate if the target ETI civilizations are lilcely to
have developed versions of Euclidean 3-space, and if so, to try to ascertain concepts
of their version that are likely to be interpretable by us, and vice-versa.

The erlanger program
In a famous address at Erlangen University, Klein (1872) provided a criterion for
deciding whether two geometric systems captured the <<samegeometry>>.Applied to
the case where we and a Target ETI both have versions of Euclidean Geometry,
Kleins method produces the following: let < A , XI, ..., R, > be our version of Euclidean geometry, say in terms of point, line, circle, sphere, etc., where we interpret A
;IS thc sct of 1,oinls ;111tl R , , .... R,, :IS ~>r.inlilivcs.
TI1c.11i t is well-lcrmwri thilt tlir Krolll,
of Euclidean motions on A leave the primitives I<, , ..., R,, invariant. ( A rotation about
a point is a n exatnple of such a motion: it transforms each line into a line, each circle
ol' two lirlcs illlo tllc ir~lc~.scclio~,
ol' lllc ~ r . a r ~ s l i ) ~ ~ ~ ~ , c c l
into a circle, cach intcl.scctio~~
lines, etc.). Suppose an ETI version of a form of geometrical space is represented by
the structure < B, S I , ..., S,, >, where S I , ..., S,,,
are relations on B. (Note, it is not required that A = U). Then by Kleins criterion, the ET1 version captures the same ge-

ometry as our version if and only if the group transformations on B that leave the relations S,, ..., S, invariant is isomorphic to the Euclidean group of motions on A.
Suppose our version and ETI version capture the same geometry. What kinds of
geometrical concepts are we and the ETI likely to have in common? It can be shown
that the fact that the two versions capture the salne geometry is not sufficient to show
that an isomorphic counterpart of the ETI version is formulable in our version
through higher order logic, or vice-versa5. Thus to answer this question, one has to
go beyond the structure of primitives. Because, by assumption, our and the ETI versions have isomorphic groups of transforn~ations,the groups and concepts generated
by them are natural places to look for common concepts. For example, the concept
of <<sphere>>
has the following formulation: for each pair of distinct points f and p
consider the set X of points that are the images of p under Euclidean motions that
leaves f fixed. Then it is not difficult to show that X is a sphere about f:
Note that the geometric intuition inherent in understanding the just-given, transis very different than the vision-based geometric informational concept of <<sphere>>
tuition we normally use: it is based on easily forrnulable concepts in terms of the transformation group of the primitives; it is not llecessarily a priu~~itive
concept nor one that is
formulable in terms of primitive concepts by elementary means (i.e., through first-order
logic). For the purposes of SETI, the transformational approach should be considered as
because it is likely to have analogs among a wider
a more universal form of <<intuition>>,
range of ETIs than the one based on (human) visual intuition.

Von Helmholtz (1868) gave a mathematical argument that if geometrical objects
can move freely about in physical space without changing their shape, then physical
space must have constant curvature. As a consequence, physical space must be a
spherical geometry, or the one that results from Euclids axioms (Euclidean geometry), or one of the two geometries (hyperbolic o r elliptic) that result from Euclids axioms with the Parallel Postulate replaced by its negation. Given a space of constant
curvature, a variety of simple conditions can be added to obtain Euclidean geometry
had a gap that was filled by Lie
as the only possibility. Von Helmholtzs <<proof>>
(1886), who reformulated Helmholtzs theory in terms of transformation groups. Various improvements and alternatives were suggested over time by other mathematicians, with Fruedenthal (1965) providing a particularly elegant and improved version
of the Helmholtz-Lie theory".
Rigid bodies are physical objects whose inter-point distances between its parts d o
not change when the object is moved in space. Because fabrication of equipment calls
for various rearrangements of rigid bodies within the local environment, I consider it
reasonable that the ETI accomplishes these rearrangements by means based partially
on equivalences of the concepts <<rigidbody>>,<<motion>>,
and <<localspace>>.(By similar reasoning, this view is also supported by the assumption that the ETI is able to
place objects off-planet). The Helmholtz-Lie theory gives credence to the idea that
these rearrangements lead to a Euclidean concept of space. Another consideration in
favor of this conclusion involves efficacy of information processing: if one knows the
Euclidean-shape of a complicated rigid body at one location, then one can compute
its shape at any other location by an appropriate Euclidean motion.

The above arguments in favor of the universality of Euclidean geonletrical concepts are derived from pragmatic considerations about technology and the manipulations of objects in local physical space. Additional arguments based on evolutionary
and psychological considerations are presented next.

PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCIES

I believe it is reasonable to assume that the ETIs underwent considerable biological evolution before they began large-scale technological development. I will also assume that the target ETIs either utilized concepts based on information processing
schemes extant in their biological antecedents during the later stages of this largely
pretechnological development or have the ~-i~eans
to access, recover, or reconstruct
such concepts. These assunlptions allow for linkages between evolutionary approaches to biological informational processing and cognitive universals.
The kind of linkage discussed here is between the physical environment and the
perception of it. Because the environment in which ETI evolution took place may be
very different from those having occurred on Earth and may include features that our
scientific community has never considered, these universals need to be inferred by
abstract considerations about the evolutionary pressures that produced them. Only
two kinds of such universals are discussed here: the cognitive representation of physical space and the cognitive representation of physical intensity of objects from a
physical dimension. The ideas and arguments presented about these universals generalize to several other kinds of universals.
Object and lightness constanczes
There is believed to be an evolutionary advantage for humans and animals to be
able to identify, classify, and remember objects across contexts. Experimental research has shown that humans are good at judging whether an object viewed from
one perspective is the same object when viewed from another. This is an example of
object constancy. It has been shown that humans employ a number of strategies for
accomplishing this form of object constancy, including performing an informational
analog of a Euclidean motion by comparing the objects perceived shape in one context with a memory of its shape in a previous context. This situation is much more
complex than the geometric one of von Helmholtz that was discussed earlier: in object constancy, memory is involved, both the vicwcr and object may be in motion, the
viewer may have no information of how the object got from one context to another,
the viewer receives information about the physical environment through 2-dimensional projections of that environment, etc. However, the final result is the similar:
thc viewcr is :11>lcto perform the ccl[~iv;llcntof I'[lclitlc:ln motions o n his o r hcr mental representations. 'Thus by the Erlanger l'rogram, we may view this part of the ment:11 rcl>rcscnt:~tiontillcing ~>l:lcc.in :I 3-climc.nsion:~lF.~~c.litlc.i~n
C;c.olnct ry.
In ;I nol.rn:ll viewing conilition, :I gray ~ > i ~ t on
c h :I wlii~cw;III in ;I liKhtctl room
will appear the same subjective lightness and color (gray) under changes in intensity
and color of the rooms lighting. This is an example of lightness and hue constancies
(for gray). These constancies help in the identification, classification, and remem-

brance of gray objects across contexts that may have different illunlinations. If one
looked through a tube so that only the gray is visible, then its lightness and color will
change with changes in intensity and color of the room lights. In the normal viewing
condition, psychologists have found that it is the ratio of the physical intensity of the
light reflected from the gray with the physical intensity of the light reflected from the
white ~ ~ t ofr tthe w:~ll thitt is tlctcrmining the lightness ;Ippc:rr;lnce of the gray
und this ratio is invariitnt i~ntlcrchanges 01' intcnsi~yof the illt~min;rtion.'She cxpl;tnation of hue constancy is more complicated and will not be given here.
Abstractly, perceptual constancies are perceptual features that remain invariant
across a naturally occurring class of contexts. The case of particular i~iiportancefor
this article is where the contexts are related by a group of transformations on the
physical environment. In this case, the constant perceptual features are associated
with physical stimuli that remain invariant under transformations from the group. Intuitively, the transformational group corresponds to a kind of redundancy across contexts of physical information. Thus successful employment of an analog of the transformational group will greatly aid in the efficacy of the processing of constant perceptual features by capitalizing on the redundancy inherent in the perceptual situation. This efficiency allows for possible evolutionary advantage.
In terms of intuitive evolutionary theory, the class of contexts and the transformational group exist, the former because it is physical and the latter because it is platonic. As organisms evolve, ~ 0 1 1 1develop
~
percepti1;11p~.ocessing.And us the latter
continue to evolve, some develop perceptual processing of features that are approximate invariants of the physical transfor~nationalgroup. This gives the latter an evolutionary advantage. In general, there are evoli~tionarypressures to refine these percepts so that they are percepts of better approximations of invariants of the physical
transformation group. There are also evolutionary pressures for more efficient processing. Both kinds of pressures are simultaneously met by having a good approximation of the processing analog of the physical transformation group. The feasibility of
evolving such a processing analog depends a great deal on the nature of the transformation group. Analogs to physical similarity groups (which are isomorphic to the numerical group of positive, real multiplications) are easy to achieve by a number of
physiological and biological-like processes. This makes them especially good candidates for perceptual evolution7.
PSYCHOPHYSICAL LAWS
Since the beginning o l experimental psycliology, it h;rs been acknowledged that
therc is a lawful relationship bctwcen u s t i l n ~ l l ~physical
~s
intensity and the subjective
intensity of its percept. Characterizations of this relationship have been highly controversial in the psychological literature. Because one side of this relationship is observable and the other is not, the controversy was not unexpected. The non-observability of a subjective experience does not preclude a scientific analysis of its subjective content; it only requires more subtle forms of scientific analyses than those usually encountered in the physical and biological sciences.
The function that associates a usual measurement of the physical intensity of
light from a star with the historical method of assigning an apparent magnitude to its
perceived brightness, produces a function - called a ccpsychophysical function,, - that

behaves in a very lawful way - in this case, perceived brightness is the logarithm of
physical intensity. Similar results hold for many other kinds of stimuli and for other
modalities, namely, the measurements of subjective intensity are the logarithms of
measurements of physical intensity. This is the logarithm form of the psychophysical
law. Of course, different ways of measuring the intensities of the stimuli or percepts
may result in different laws. In particular, measurement procedures that rely on different methods of the elicitation of subjective judgments of intensity may produce a
different form of the psychophysical law, for example, a power form,where subjective
intensity is a power of physical intensity. In my view, both of these forms and other
forms of the psychophysical law are equally valid: the psychophysical law is really not
about numbers but about how the transformation group on the physical dimension is
related to the transformation group on the subjective dimension. The relationship is
simple, they are isomorphic, and in fact similarity groupsS.
One should note that this as an instance of the Kleins Erlanger Program generalized to a non-geometric situation. Application of the Erlanger Program to this situation yields that physical intensity and subjective intensity have the same, abstract,
content. It can be shown that this content has a beautiful mathematical structure to
it. For the purposes of this article, this structure may be viewed as an analog of basic
real algebra, which includes analogs of the real numbers, its ordering, addition, multiplication, and the operations of raising to powers and taking logarithms9.
For SETI, these considerations lead to the following intuitive theory: it is plausible that consistent judgments of intensity of various physical dimensions of objects
have positive evolutionary value. For reasons like those given for object constancy, it
is plausible that the resulting evolutionary pressure leads processing to employ
analogs of the similarity group. Thus, independent of which physical dimensions are
being perceived, we and the ETI share the same form of qualitative psychophysical
function. Because the mathematical content of our and the ETIs subjective dimensions are the same (by the Erlanger Program) the rich algebraic structure of certain
invariants that are easily definalde in terms of thc similarity group is fertile ground to
look for commonality for the purposes of communication. The algebra closely resembles the basic real algebra of our mathematics.

CONSCIOUSNESS
As a psychologist, I would like to make one brief point about consciousness as a
cognitive universal.
Solme think conscioilsness is a liltely consequence of intelligence and therefore be
ti~lccnas ;I cognitive u11ivcrs;rl. Conscious/r~~s.\~,
;IS usccl in psychology a n d l~liilosol~hy,
is a very con~plicatedconcept with many components. Most in my view are not
strongly connected with an abstract concept of intelligence. In this category I would
awarcncss, rcflcxivity, and cl~l;lli;l.Two kcy conilIoncnts that 1 vicw to bc strongly
connected with intelligence are n~ctacognitivemodcling - a system having and using
an imperfect model of part of itself - and meta-metacognitive modeling - a system
having and using an imperfect model of its metacognitive modeling. (Im erfect
rather than perfect models are used to avoid variants of the Liar's Paradox) Po .

SUMMARY
Mathematics has always been considered an obvious place to search for cognitive
universals: it is abstract, crucial in the development of our science and technology,
and generally considered to express ctintlispiitable truths,,. I have argued that the
kilids 01' I I ~ U L ~ I C I I ~ : I L111~)s~
~ C S likely L O 1)c 111iivc1.s;11
C ~ I . I ~ C S I ~L C~) IOLII.
I C ~ C ~ I I I ~ I I I I ~111;it11IIS
ematics, particularly variants of Euclidean geometry and real algebra. The arguments
were based on pragmatic and evolutionary considerations and psychological theory.
They involve applications of sophisticated mathematical theory.
Although various arithmetic based concepts have been proposed as universals, I
am suspicious of the universality of concepts that necessarily involve the totality of
natural numbers in their definition, e.g., the concept of <<primenumbem or concepts
infinite s e q ~ ~ c n c eofs IILIIII~CI-S.
The suspicion is
based on inductively
based on the notion that inductively generated numerical concepts are ultimately
based on metalinguistic abilities - abilities whose universality I consider to be questionable. This suspicion would diminish greatly if tougher, more rigorous arguments
are given for the evolutionary likeliness of the development of inductive arithmetical
concepts. It is not enough to say integers are useful in various kinds of estimations
and calculations, for such estimations and calculations can take place without a concept corresponding to the totality of numbers. I have suggested that perceptual constancies are useful for efficient perceptual processing. The features exhibited by the
constancies lnay vary considerably across ETls. However, the forinal mathematical
groups associated with the constancies are of a few abstract types. I argued on evolutionary grounds that for each of these types there is much in common about the
ETIs' psychological processing of the associated constancies. This conclusion provides a fertile base for surmising cognitive universals.
NOTES

'

Similar assumptions play a major role in strategies of n related project, Communicating with Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (CETI). For the purposes of this article, SET1 and CETI may be merged, with
the term <<SETIDreferring to both projects.
The proof of this is as follows: suppose that a predicate N(x) were definable in terms of the above
system of symbols and first-order logic with the following property: for each natural number n , N(n)
holds if and only if n is n-additions of 1 in the sense described above. Then the interpretation of N in the
ordered field of real numbers is the set of natural numbers. Then it easily follows from that the system
consisting of the predicate N and the restrictions of @ and @ to N satisfies the axioms of Robinson
(1952) for a fragment of arithmetic. Then it follows by theorems of Robinson (1952) and Godel (1931)
that not every sentence formulated in the above symbol system is derivable from T. However, results of
Tarski and McKinsey (1951) show that the opposite is true. Therefore, the predicate N cannot exist.
To show this, one uses a result of McKinsey and Tarski (1951) that the truth or falsity of each senlcncc or c l c r i ~ c n t ; ~gcwnciry
r~
is clccid:~l,lc,:~nd~ h c nI,roccctl in ;I ni;~nllc~.
; ~ n ; ~ l o g ot o~ thc
~ s ;~l,ovccx;lmple of the ordered field of real numbers.
See Narens and Luce (1990) for a fuller discussion of the mathematics that is qualitatively and
naturally inherent in physics.
The relationship of the Erlanger Program to definability issues in higher-order logics is discussed
in Narens (1988).
"his
is the same Fruedenthal who created the first systematic scheme for one-way communication
with ETIs in Fruedcnthal (1960).
I believe that currently enough is known about the processes involved in this intuitive evolutionary argument to give it a precise mathematical formulation and argument.

'

'

'

"n psychology, this characterization of the psychophysical law was first put forth in Luce (1959).
That paper contained some episteniological principles that Luce later considered to be wrong, and Luce
(1990) revised his epistemological theory and gave a qualitative formulation of the psychophysical law
similar to the one presented here. Narens (in press) provides a theory of the psychophysical law that is
consistent with the ideas presented throughout this article and explains the pattern of different laws that
are observed by different methods of elicitations of subjective intensities.
Detailed constructions are given in Chapter 7 of the authors forthcoming book Theories o/Mean-

ingfulness.

"' A fuller present;~tionof this point ol' view for ~ h c~ps~cholo~ic:~l
;~rc;rol' Ic:~rning;lntl nlcllrory is
given in Narens, Graf, and Nelson (1996).
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